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Abstract
Major cities are facing housing problems for over population that’s why unplanned housing pattern are growing
in Bangladesh. Chittagong Development Authority (CDA) and other land developers took an action against this
trend according to some planning controls. The high class residential areas bear some planning controls although
their functional status in many cases has been violated. This study was conducted on the high class residential
area which was made according to grid iron pattern. In this study the design pattern, housing pattern, road
condition, electricity supply, drainage and sewerage system and setback rules are critically analyzed. It mainly
focuses on how the lands are distributed and how well or odd the people survive here. This study had provided
the success and failure this area which will helpful to achieve the sustainable residential area in major cities in
Bangladesh.
Keywords: Residential Area, Grid Iron Pattern, Setback Rules, Critical Analysis, Design Pattern.

1 Introduction
The urban population in developing countries was expanding at a disturbing rate during the last 50 years as a
consequence of push and pull factors affected from third world urbanization. Accordingly, interest for residential
land is remarkable in major urban areas in developing countries (Ekanayaka and Weerakoon, 2014). The most
important element of the third world urbanization is the centralization of urban population in and around mega
cities and metropolitan area. As a developing country like Bangladesh facing housing problem due to high
demand of residential use. For this, people are unevenly scattered in urban area and increasing slum area and
scattered settlement at two major cities Dhaka and Chittagong in Bangladesh (Ministry of Housing and Public
Works, 2010) People have to accept the fact that inadequate planning and design have provoke residential areas
for many years and unaffordable facilities for better living (Harang, 2003). In order to reverse the trend of
unsuccessful planning and cut out problems the Chittagong Development Authority (CDA) took some steps and
thus more residential areas has grown up in Chittagong city. Some of them are very well planned and pure high
class or middle class residential area. Under the Nasirabad area the O.R. Nizam Road residential area is one of
them which was developed by CDA. This residential area was developed with the concept of grid iron pattern
which is the most common and traditional pattern. This high class residential areas bear some planning controls
although their functional status in many cases have been violated and many of these houses now become offices
of private entrepreneurs and NGOs. In this study the design pattern, housing pattern, road condition, electricity
supply, drainage and sewerage system are critically analyzed with the help of existing condition analysis. Plots
subdivision and setback rules are also critically analyzed here. The main objective of this study is to analyze the
success and failure of O.R Nizam Road residential area which will helpful to achieve the sustainable residential
area in major cities in Bangladesh and how the lands are distributed and how well or odd the people survive here.
2 Literature Review
Numerous developing countries confront a scope of environmental, social, ecological and physical like as
housing problems connected with rapid urbanization and population growth. Bangladesh is encountering a high
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rate of urbanization and according to 2001 statistics, the urban population is around 23.10%. After independence,
Dhaka and Chittagong cities are growing both horizontally and vertically. However, these growths are mostly not
maintaining any proper guideline and the cities are growing haphazardly without any effective land use planning
(GOB, 2001). For ensuring development as per the plan of Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA), Rajdhani Unnayan
Katripakkha (RAJUK) is the authority to prepare land use plan. Land use plan and city development are violated
from obligatory tools prepared by RAJUK. This encroachment example is predominant in the so-called planned
residential areas (i.e. Danmondi, Uttara, Banani and Gulshan) developed by RAJUK and other private housing
areas developed by the private land developers (Ministry of Housing and Public Works, 2010). Contemporary
changing pattern, particularly commercialization, of the residential areas is horribly influencing the habitable
environment of the city. The change of land use plan of residential areas of the cities make unsafe outcome, also
this circumstance is breaking the social cohesiveness, bringing on absence of security, congestion, air
contamination, noise pollution, insufficient arrangement of utility facilities, inadequate parking facilities, lack of
accessibility, water logging and so on.
Alkhaldy, (2009) agreed that In Turky, population growth and movement from provincial territories has
expanded fundamentally. Thus, the urbanization procedure has been rapid and the demand for housing has
increased. The Turkish Government took some steps to launch various project between 1980 and 1998 to cope up
from housing problems. Maximum housing project’s objective was to provide housing as soon as possible using
good quality units and planning perspective in the center of a town. But it failed in its effort to improve the
housing situation resides in the fact that it violated from planning act it may not be a top priority for government.
In Bangladesh Danmondi is one of the most exclusively planned areas of Dhaka city for residential purpose. This
area was isolated into plots, which were thusly subdivided into singular plots measuring around a bigha (0.33
acres) each. The subdivision layout followed basically wide grid-iron patterns with some rectangular pattern to
match up with lake. Nahrin, (2008) critiqued that there seems the original plan of keeping Danmondi as a purely
residential area but at present more than half of the total number of plots in this area are utilized for
nonresidential purposes. This incorporate shop and store, government and semi government workplaces,
showrooms and stockrooms of business firm, NGO workplace educational institutions and even fabricating units.
To evaluate the success and failure of residential area, Whyte, (2000) agreed that the residential common spaces
should be assessed and it’s physical, cognitive and social dimensions must be measured. Feasibility, accessibility
and safety are the parameters of physical dimension. Accessibility- it's defined as “the liberty or ability of people
to achieve their general desires as a way to maintain their first-rate of existence”. Safety - safeguard and safety
are principal factors influencing use and experience great in open space. It is principally imperative for outside
atmosphere design for the elderly and kids (Giles-Corti et al., 2005). Multi-purpose characters of the areas
reduce the scope of social interaction and split the social ecology. As change of land utilize promotes higher
population density, unplanned and irregular division of residential blocks makes it troublesome and expensive to
provide infrastructure, pubic services and community facilities by concern authorities (Sharmin, et al., 2004)
3 Working Methodology
For the critical analysis of the selected residential area, a planned, precise and logical work methodology has
been developed. The methodology is started with conceptualization of planning issues of residential area like
housing type, utility and community facilities, road network, solid and sewerage management etc. Then a
primary and reconnaissance survey has been carried out to get the actual idea of the study area. Then on the basis
of reconnaissance survey and field delineated the study area. After that enlist the secondary data sources which
were Chittagong City Corporation (CCC), Chittagong Development Authority (CDA) and different planning
sites. Data collection was the next step of the work flow. Data collection is dived into two parts first one primary
data which was collected directly from the selected residential area. The primary data was collected through
questionnaire survey, interview of the residents, direct observation method. The outcome of the primary data
collection is land use type, housing condition, condition of setback rules, total number of plots, utility and
community facilities, circulation network, footpath, road width, condition of open spaces, security condition and
parking system. Secondly, to know more about the causes of the problem and to better understand how it might
be solved, the following types of data have been collected from the secondary sources includes the land use plan
prepared by CDA and Detailed information about the plan, Standard design consideration for a planned
residential area Private Land Development Act 2004. After completing the field survey and data collection of
O.R. Nizam Road residential area, the primary and secondary data were assembled and processed in a certain
manner. The data were represented in the form of table, photograph and maps. Based on the analysis it includes
some findings, which represents the success and failure of the O.R. Nizam Road residential area. Finally, based
on deficiencies and existing problems some recommendations have been provided by following planning
standards.
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Figure 1. Methodological flow-chart
4 Result and Findings
.
4.1 Case Study Area
O. R. Nizam Residential Area, Chittagong was selected as case study area on account of lofty demanded area for
residential use because of locational importance. The area is located at ward no 15 named bagmoniram and very
close to the one of the Central Business District (CBD) area of Chittagong, GEC Circle.

Figure 2. Location and land use map of study area
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4.2 Existing Land Use Pattern
The land use of this area is found five types these are residential, commercial, community services, mixed use
and service activity are shown in Figure 2. Most lands are covered by residential purpose which was found about
87% (Field Survey, 2014).
4.3 Plot and Building Types
The size of the plot should be as enough to provide outdoor recreational facilities such as garden, children's play
space and garage after the construction of the house duly observing the provision of zoning and subdivision
regulations. The size of the plots of the residential area vary from 2-20 Katha. Mainly 122 plots were available at
the initial stage but being subdivision there 159 plots were found in the area. Maximum buildings are 9 and 5
storied. Ownership of the buildings two type’s individual 80% developers or others 20% (Field Survey, 2014).
Table 1. Plot Distribution
Area(Katha)

No. of Plots

2-3
3-4
4-7
7-10
10-20

19
36
54
37
13

Percent (%)
12
23
34
23
8

4.4 Building Setback
Building setback are the rules which ensures the minimum gap between road and building also building to
building. Most of the building here do not maintain minimum set back rules. Here building setbacks between 5ft.
to 20 ft. overall. Poor setback distance between buildings and building and access road have been shown in the
Figure 3 (Field Survey, 2014).

Figure 3. Building Setback

Figure 4. Drainage Condition

4.5 Water Supply
The whole area is covered by piped line water supply system. People depends on Chittagong WASA for drinking
water, washing and cooking. The water need to be pured before drinking.
4.6 Drainage System
Inside of the residential area quite satisfactory drainage system has been found. There are some deep drains
which halt water logging in the area shown in Figure 4.
4.7 Electricity and Gas Supply
Electricity is provided by Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) by electric poles. Orderly load
shedding and low voltage are common characteristics of electricity supply system. Gas is provided by pipe line
by Karnaphuli Gas Distribution Company Limited.
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4.8 Circulation Network
Circulation network gives direct access to movement of traffic. In the selected area 3 types of roads 2 Arterial, 1
Collector and 13 Access roads have been found and width are 100, 25 and 16ft. respectively shown in Figure 5.
4.9 Open Space
The area lacks of open space. There is no playfield for the children. All the buildings are congested no space in
the plots also.
4.10 Street Plot Relationship
Generally, in most of the rectangular plots or square plots should be perpendicular to the fronting road. As most
of the plots of O.R. Nizam is rectangular in shape they are perpendicular to the fronting street.
4.11 Parking Facility
In this residential area, every building has its own parking provision. All buildings are provided with ground
parking system. Residents have to pay monthly for parking their cars.
4.12 Security system
Security system is well enough. There is a main gate at the entrance of the residential area which is closed at 11
pm. Any unauthorized vehicle or people cannot enter without permission.
5 Success and Failure of O. R. Nizam Road Residential Areas
In this planned residential area, the provision of open space is lacked so this area missing the feasibility of open
space safety. Accessibility is better in the area having well circulation network and good drainage pattern.
Perceptions about safeguard and cleanliness have been identified in the area but lack place where children,
women or elderly people can seat. There is some landscaping in the entrance of the building shown in Figure 6,
paving provision but other characters of pleasurability are missing in the area. Privacy and social interaction are
well maintained here. Community facilities are also successfully provided here. Having success of this planned
residential area, there also some failure which are horribly noticeable.

Figure 5. Circulation Network

Figure 6. Landscaping

5.1 Change in Land Use
Though the O.R Nizam Road R/A is planned residential area and there was no provision of commercial and
community facilities except the service activities, this area itself started various non-residential activities for the
requirement of community and other facilities. There are also quite a good number of residential units are
transformed into non-residential uses which create negative impact and violation in this planned area.
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5.2 Change in Plot Subdivision
Field investigation shows that numbers of medium and larger plots have been subdivided into more than one
smaller size of plots. The owner of plots sells or mortgage the small or large portion land of the plots. This
planned residential area had 122 plots at the initial plan but there was found about 159 plots during field survey.
Obviously large plots are subdivided into 2 or 3 small plots. That’s why, it reduces the green spaces of the
surrounding area of building and induces densification.
5.3 Change in Building Height
Buildings height are restricted by the CDA for better socio-economic condition in this planned residential area.
With the deviation of plot subdivision, the building height are also deviated in this residential area.
5.4 Waste Management System
A van come to every residence in a specific time to collect the wastage. Residents have to pay 50 Tk. for every
month. Although waste management system is well enough and no dumping in open space but huge amount of
construction wastes is haphazard here and there.
6. Recommendations and Conclusion
6.1 Recommendations
A standard for community services (i.e. open space, playground, community center, mosque, shopping facility,
health center, etc.) must be incorporated into the planning legislation for the healthy and comfortable community
environment in the residential areas in Chittagong. Properly designed road networks within this planned
residential area which reduces pedestrian conflict and accident risk. For the unplanned residential land use,
deviation of subdivision plan and building height there have to provide proper taxation policy which could be
potential way to discouraging these issues. Strict setback provision should be imposed on new building permit,
ensure amenities and community facilities at homestead cluster level, discourage commercial activities, defining
parking lanes beside collector road in case of emergency, all open drains should be covered, daily collection
solid waste from household, height restriction on building by following planning standard, greening through
landscaping, evacuating unauthorized structures can ensure a better quality of life in the area.
6.2 Conclusion
 The development Authority should be aware to avert conflicting attack of non-residential land use in the
residential areas. Therefore, the study indicates the existing condition of the area in terms of planning
issues and tries to find out success and failure issues. Success in the sense of good communication,
community and utility services.
 To avoid this failure there, have to maintain the appropriate residential neighborhood planning and
legislation which will be helpful to achieve the sustainable residential area in major cities in Bangladesh.
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